Water experiences for a Spa
BubbleMassage bath
experience
™
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The client will enjoy sinking into a blissful BubbleMassage bath as a luxurious standalone spa experience or as part of a series of treatments, such as before or after a
massage. In this bath, BubbleMassage airjets completely envelop the body with a
refreshing bubble embrace. Innovative Zones of Control provide targeted massage at
the feet, midsection, neck and back or a combination of all three. The technician can
select targeted massage of varying degrees – from tranquil bubbles to invigorating
massage – for a completely customized experience. Clients can have their mood
enhanced with eight-color sequencing or single-color chromatherapy. BubbleMassage
baths are available in a variety of sizes and designs.
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so–k overflowing bath
experience
®
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RiverBath experience
®
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Unlike any other bathing product, the so–k overflowing bath is an ideal addition to
another spa treatment or as a sensual hydrotherapy experience on its own. The client
is submerged in an ultra-deep, soothing soak with an alluring sense of buoyancy and
weightlessness. In the warm, slow-moving water, thousands of tiny champagne-like
bubbles softly caress the skin. A visual and auditory treat, the water flows over the edge
of the infinity pool with a gentle, relaxing sound. Chromatherapy enhances the spirit with
an eight-color repeating sequence or a single color that best suits the client’s mood.
so–k is available in multiple sizes to accommodate treatment rooms for both singles
and couples.

Nature meets nurture in this bath experience where clients are transported to an exotic
destination. A cascading waterfall washes over the neck and shoulders. Rapids and
whitewater experiences are available at the touch of a button from innovative Riverjets ,
while Flexjet whirlpool jets offer traditional whirlpool massage. To further enhance each
mood, chromatherapy offers an eight-color repeating sequence or a single color of the
bather’s preference. RiverBath is available in multiple sizes and shapes to accommodate
singles and couples or a variety of floor plans.
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Spa/Massage
Experience
K-1375-LV/-RV shown

The entire body relaxes in this ultimate hydro-massage bath that targets every muscle.
Effervescence surrounds the client with thousands of tiny champagne-like bubbles
that cling to and caress the skin for a sensual, comforting experience. Flexjets can
be adjusted to target specific areas of the body for a custom massage. Ten backjets
are positioned to relieve back and shoulder tension by sequencing up and down the
spine to simulate a traditional hands-on massage. The client also receives a stimulating
massage at the back of the neck from the pillow’s integral neckjets that pulsate side to
side. Spa/Massage Experience is offered in a variety of whirlpool sizes and designs
including Revival , Memoirs , Portrait and Tea-for-Two .
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